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Abstract
Advancements in remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) introduced a new way
to observe the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). Adequate sampling of the lower at-
mosphere is key to improving numerical weather models and understanding fine-scale
processes. The ABL’s sensitivity to changes in surface fluxes leads to rapid changes
in thermodynamic variables. This study proposes using low-level buoyancy to charac-
terize ABL transitions. Previously, buoyancy has been used as a bulk parameter to
quantify stability. Higher-resolution data from RPASs highlight buoyancy fluctuations.
RPAS profiles from two field campaigns are used to assess the evolution of buoyancy
in convective and stable boundary layers. Data from these campaigns included chal-
lenging events to forecast accurately, such as convective initiation, a low-level jet, and
katabatic flows. Results show that the ABL depth (ABLD) determined by the min-
imum in vertical buoyancy gradient agrees well with proven ABLD metrics, such as
potential temperature gradient maxima. Moreover, in the cases presented, low-level
buoyancy rapidly increases prior to convective initiation and rapidly decreases prior
to the onset of a low-level jet. This study expounds on the utility of buoyancy in the
ABL and contextualizes its use in comparison to Richardson number profiles.
Additionally, RPAS profiles are reviewed as an operational way to aid the forecast-
ing of aviation weather. The concept of operations is described. Based on conversations
with partners in the aviation community, a visualization of the RPAS data was designed
to deliver the most desirable information. Restrictions on field campaigns caused by
the COVID19 pandemic impeded the goal of regular profiling at a nearby airport. Nev-
ertheless, a handful of scenarios are assessed from the perspective of a pilot. Finally, a




1.1 Atmospheric Boundary Layer
The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is strongly influenced by kinematic and ther-
modynamic interactions with the Earth’s surface. It is sensitive to changes in radiation,
low-level moisture, and heat fluxes. The ABL functions as a conduit for moisture and
warm air to be transported vertically. As a consequence, the ABL depth (ABLD) and
the ABL stability fluctuate in time and space (Lenschow et al., 1979; Stull, 1988). Tur-
bulent structures drive thermal and moisture fluxes in attempts to equilibrate the ABL
(Ohya et al., 1997). The numerous scales of motion present in the ABL often cause in-
homogeneity. In turn, it becomes difficult to fully represent these processes, irrespective
of their importance. This is especially true in the stable boundary layer (SBL) where
turbulence is often intermittent and poorly simulated by numerical weather models
(Sun et al., 2015). The multifaceted interaction between turbulence and the ABL is as
enigmatic as it is crucial to understanding atmospheric processes.
The ABL is at the intersection of nearly all meteorological phenomena. As the
interface between the surface and the lowest level of the atmosphere, the terrain can
strongly influence ABL flows. For example, valley flows are comprised of katabatic
(downslope) overnight and anabatic (upslope) winds during the day. Katabatic winds
are driven by the cool, negatively buoyant air descending the valley walls. They often
lead to persistent fogs (Chachere and Pu, 2016) and trapped pollution within the valley
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(Whiteman and McKee, 1978; Pal et al., 2014). Impacts of this spill into public health
as aerosols trapped in the SBL can trigger positive feedback mechanisms of severe
pollution events (Li et al., 2017). Knowing the cold pool characteristics can help with
predicting when the winds will shift to anabatic and increase mixing (Silcox et al.,
2012). Proper forecasting for this has impacts spanning public health, transportation,
and aviation.
Similarly, low-level jets (LLJ) are an ABL occurrence that impacts the public but
are often misrepresented in models. The Great Plains LLJ is a warm-season, noctur-
nal wind maxima occurring below 1 km (Bonner, 1968). LLJs commonly transport
pollutants and moisture (Stensrud, 1996; Hu et al., 2013; Sullivan et al., 2017). The
mechanisms which drive the Great Plains LLJ stem from the sensitivity of the ABL to
surface properties (Mccorcle, 1988; Fedorovich et al., 2017; Gebauer et al., 2017). As
in the case of convective allowing models, ABL parameterizations have a large impact
on simulated jets (Mirocha et al., 2016). LLJs foster the development of nocturnal
storms by advecting warm, moist air from the south and supplying ascent near the jet
exit and entrance regions (Bonner, 1966; Maddox, 1983; Astling et al., 1985; Trier and
Parsons, 1993). As a result, the Great Plains receives more nocturnal rainfall during
the summer months (Higgins et al., 1997). Models struggle to consistently represent
the jets well, as the jet arrives too early and is slower than observations (Storm et al.,
2009; Smith et al., 2019). Accurate simulations of cyclonic jet position and speed can
significantly impact the forecast skill for precipitation (Squitieri and Gallus, 2016). The
assimilation of radiosondes shows improvement to the simulation of LLJ strength over
South America (Herdies et al., 2007; Skabar and Nicolini, 2009). Gathering data in
the ABL increases representation whether it is based on improving parameterizations
or through assimilation.
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Lastly, thunderstorms have obvious societal impacts ranging from public safety to
economic loss. The timing and exact location of convective initiation (CI) is a persistent
issue in thunderstorm forecasting. Convective allowing models have greatly improved
over the years, but CI is still a hindrance for successful forecasts. CI is thought to be
highly dependent on environmental heterogeneities within the ABL (Frye and Mote,
2010; Rochetin et al., 2017). Nevertheless, it has proven difficult to observe the pre-
storm environments adequately enough to diagnose thermodynamic differences. As a
result, the majority of CI studies to investigate ABL processes utilize numerical weather
models instead of observations (Kang and Bryan, 2011; Ryu et al., 2016; Chen et al.,
2020). Where observational studies exist, the resolution of ABL observations has been
insufficient to present clear results. While many field campaigns have made efforts to
resolve the lack of ABL observations in convection studies, many questions leading up
to CI remain (Browning et al., 2007; Rasmussen, 2015; Frew et al., 2020).
1.1.1 Buoyancy
Each of these processes, LLJs, katabatic flows, and CI are important weather events
with significant societal impacts. However, a number of open questions remain regard-
ing their formation and evolution. Here, we propose buoyancy as a process to help
advance our knowledge of ABL phenomena. Buoyancy is a fundamental force in fluids
caused by density differences that can drive vertical acceleration. Buoyancy has been
used in attempts to forecast severe weather and is the basis for convective parameters
like convective available potential energy (CAPE) and convective inhibition (CIN).
CAPE is positive buoyancy integrated between the level of free convection and the
equilibrium level, which may not always exist in every environment. In contrast, CIN
is the culmination of negative buoyancy which suppresses thermal lift. Since CAPE is a
bulk parameter, the most substantial contribution comes from the middle troposphere.
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Climatologically, CAPE has correlated directly with storm intensity (Zhang and Klein,
2010) but has little short-term prognostic value (Ziegler and Rasmussen, 1998). CAPE
and CIN lack the small-scale, near-surface effects needed to understand CI. As a result,
mean radiosonde derived values of CAPE and CIN do not significantly differ between
deep convection and fair weather days (Zhang and Klein, 2010). Yet, in the same study,
average low-level (< 5 km) buoyancy does significantly differ. Moreover, single-level,
simulated buoyancy values rapidly intensify, overcoming entrainment dilution prior to
CI (Houston and Niyogi, 2007; Trier et al., 2014). Buoyancy is also used to quantify
cold pool strength. Simulations indicate that an ample cold pool is key to long-lasting
quasi-linear convective systems (Weisman and Rotunno, 2004).
Buoyant parcels rise from the warm surface and convectively mix the ABL. This
process is the foundation behind most gradient-based ABLD methods. The ABLD is a
key component of boundary layer parameterization and marks its evolution. Therefore,
having accurate estimations of the ABLD is crucial for weather prediction. Neverthe-
less, many of the current methods lead to the ABLD having errors of 200 m (Anurose
and Subrahamanyam, 2015). There are numerous ways to determine the ABLD, many
of which are described and tested in Dai et al. (2014) and Dang et al. (2019). Notably,
potential temperature proved to be a highly accurate method of estimating ABLD with
vertical data resolution less than 20 m (Dai et al., 2014). Similarly, sharp gradients
in humidity have been used to determine the ABLD for both stable and convective
boundary layers when using lidar data (Hennemuth and Lammert, 2006). Dang et al.
(2019) also evaluated different measurement systems to determine ABLD, which did
not include RPAS, and determined lidar-based profiles would benefit NWP. A common
thread throughout these studies is that there is no perfect determination for ABLD,
nor is there a perfect platform.
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Another phenomenon which could benefit from analysis using buoyancy is the LLJ.
After decades of investigating the Great Plains LLJ, the generation and modulating
mechanisms can be boiled down to a combination of processes. First, the cessation of
daytime turbulence and frictional drag trigger inertial oscillations, which is commonly
referenced in literature as the Blackadar mechanism (Blackadar, 1957a). Although, it
does not explain how the LLJ can become supergeostrophic nor the frequency maxi-
mum over the Great Plains. Holton (1967) suggests that the downward slope of the
Rocky Mountains causes differential heating and thermal forcing to increase southerly
wind speeds. Shapiro and Fedorovich (2009) combined these theories to derive an
inertial-gravity mechanism to explain the impacts of slope angle, stratification, and
initial surface buoyancy. The analytical solutions completed in Shapiro et al. (2016)
support the theory that the Blackadar and Holton mechanisms work in tandem to
create LLJs consistent with observations. Shapiro et al. (2016) found that the larger
maximum buoyancy leads to increased maximum jet speed, while changes to mini-
mum buoyancy were less impactful. Using direct numerical simulations, Fedorovich
et al. (2017) found that daytime buoyancy amplifies the inertial oscillation, therefore,
strengthening the southerly jet. Conversely, large positive buoyancy impedes the initi-
ation of northerly LLJs by creating an opposing force to the flow; such that a buoyancy
maximum of zero or strongly negative buoyancy minimum is beneficial to the northerly
LLJs (Gebauer et al., 2017). The LLJ’s dependence on surface buoyancy is supported
through many numerical studies, yet there are few studies looking at the observed
evolution of buoyancy.
1.1.2 Richardson Number
Another classically used variable to interpret ABL processes is the Richardson num-
ber (Ri), which quantifies the balance between buoyantly induced or suppressed and
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mechanically driven turbulence. Since the wind shear is positive definite, the sign of
Ri is determined by thermal stability per Eq. 2.2. By convention, the negative sign
is dropped preceding the buoyancy induced turbulence term, such that positive Ri
corresponds to statically stable conditions. While buoyancy is a key component, Ri
uses Brunt-Väisälä frequency squared or the buoyant frequency, rather than a parcel
buoyancy definition as in Eq. 2.1. Theory and empirical results indicate there is a
critical Ric where turbulence begins to decay (Rohr et al., 1988; Ohya et al., 2008).
Similarly, there is a turbulence termination value RiT where turbulence ceases and flow
becomes laminar. The values for each are not without disputation, but the generally
accepted values are Ric = 0.25 and RiT=1 (Stull, 1988). The altitude at which Ric
is surpassed is also commonly used to determine ABLD (Vogelezang and Holtslag,
1996). In ABL research, Ri is often used to quantify the turbulent regime and stabil-
ity, because it is sensitive to kinematic and thermodynamic changes. Buoyancy acts
to generate or suppress turbulence in the form of turbulence kinetic energy (TKE).
There is some correlation to increases in TKE when Ri goes below a critical level in
downslope flow (Monti et al., 2002) and LLJs (Banta et al., 2003; Ohya et al., 2008).
However, Sun et al. (2012) found that the relationship between Ri and TKE is depen-
dent on the turbulence regime. LLJs are controlled by bulk shear, which reduces the
thermal stratification through mixing driven by shear instability. As a result, Ri is
reduced but not necessarily TKE.
Throughout many early turbulence field campaigns, tall masts collected data to
calculate Ri (Lettau and Davidson, 1957). Frequently, Ri calculated below 50 m is
used to describe the entire ABL due to platform constraints (Kondo et al., 1978; Mohan
and Siddiqui, 1998). The ABL is rarely vertically homogenous, especially not in the
SBL, so layer-specific information is lost. Further along, radiosondes, tethersondes, and
remote sensors such as radars and lidars were used to calculate Ri profiles (Emmanuel,
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1973; Poulos and Burns, 2003), but a variety of smoothing techniques must be applied
to process the high-frequency data (Balsley et al., 2006; Chan, 2008; Dai et al., 2014).
Since buoyancy and wind shear are two drivers to alter the ABL, it seems logical that
Ri profiles would help conceptualize transitions in the ABL.
1.1.3 ABL Data Gap
In the past, it has proven difficult to collect adequate spatially and temporally resolved
measurements within the ABL, resulting in a “data gap”. Since the National Research
Council (2009) called for more vertical measurements in the ABL, there have been
technological advancements to address the gap. Remote sensors such as microwave ra-
diometers, lidars, and scatterometers can continuously measure the lower atmosphere.
The ongoing development of scanning strategies has widened the capabilities of sam-
pling (Calhoun et al., 2006; Krishnamurthy et al., 2011; Wildmann et al., 2019). Mea-
surements that were typically restricted to ground-based systems have expanded in
conjuncture. Moreover, these remote sensing platforms are more mobile and gather a
wider range of data than single point tower data. Assimilating these data have been
shown to improve short-term forecasts (Coniglio et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2019; Lewis
et al., 2020). Campaigns also increase opportunities for model validation (Chan and
Leach, 2007; Wagner et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2019). All of which highlight the need
for increased measurements in the ABL to improve collaboration between models and
measurements.
It is crucial to point out that field campaigns are unique. Often, the terrain is
complex and the results are not generalizable to all regions. There is also a logistical
restraint to continually gather the data needed to improve models. These instruments
are expensive and typically need to be used in tandem to get a complete sample. As
with every system, there are drawbacks. Most remote sensors are mobile but not
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nimble, which limits the environments they can sample. For example, pre-convective
environments change rapidly, and instruments need to relocate quickly to gain targeted
observations. Another tool more commonly used to capture ABL measurements is the
radiosonde. Typically they are released twice daily across the United States. Their
upper-air measurement aid greatly in seeing synoptic patterns throughout the tro-
posphere. Unfortunately, radiosondes are only released frequently enough to capture
mesoscale changes during field experiments. The spatial and temporal frequency of
radiosonde release is inadequate for convective allowing models. Of equal importance,
their spatial resolution through the ABL is too coarse for thorough characterization.
While there are avenues to shrink the data gap, we still lack an infrastructure to address
this on a broader scale.
1.2 Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems
Remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS), also referred to as uncrewed aircraft systems
(UAS) or vehicles (UAV), have flown since World War 1 (Desmond, 2018), but did not
grow in popularity until 2006 when they were allowed into civilian airspace. Increasing
interest in RPAS across many sectors has accelerated improvements in quality, cost,
and availability of RPAS technology (Reuder et al., 2009; Elston et al., 2015; Villa
et al., 2016). In turn, RPAS became more customizable, and their utility broadened.
Therefore, their role in scientific research came naturally.
The benefits of utilizing RPAS in atmospheric sciences have been demonstrated
across many situations. Small RPAS have the ability to take measurements in remote
or hazardous environments such as in Antarctica (Jonassen et al., 2015), mountain-
ous terrain (Mayer et al., 2012), hurricanes (Cione et al., 2016), and near supercells
(Elston et al., 2011; Frew et al., 2020). Aided by the ability to deploy quickly, they
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are well suited for rapidly changing environments. The reusability of RPAS create a
cost-efficient method to repeatedly sample evolving environments. Most weather sens-
ing RPAS fall into the fixed-wing or rotary-wing category. The best choice is often
dependent on the desired observations. Fixed-wing RPASs offer transects of the at-
mosphere allowing a larger area to be sampled. However, the vertical resolution of
data is decreased by the inability to do fixed location profiles. Meanwhile, rotary-wing
RPAS are typically lighter and require less space to deploy. Profiles can be completed
in a fixed location, which reduces errors that would be introduced in a heterogeneous
environment. Although rotary-wing RPAS cannot travel as far as fixed-wing RPAS,
profiles can be completed frequently so long as batteries can be readily replaced. Given
these various capabilities, data from RPAS can capture flow evolutions and ABL tran-
sitions (Cassano, 2014; Bonin et al., 2013). Balsley et al. (2018) uses a fixed-wing
RPAS in a helical ascent and descent to gather Ri profiles amongst other turbulent
parameters. The nature of the slant-path flight strategy causes some inflated wind
shear measurements, reducing Ri. Close attention to sensor placement and calibration
reduce systematic errors (Jacob et al., 2018; Greene et al., 2019). Confidence in these
data is supported by Bell et al. (2020), finding measurements from RPAS, radioson-
des, and remote sensors all agree well with each other. This study also discusses the
functionality of each platform. Moreover, the data collected has continually shown
to improve model accuracy and reduce forecast bias (Jonassen et al., 2012; Ágústsson
et al., 2014; Flagg et al., 2018; Jensen et al., 2021). Complementing remote sensing
platforms, RPAS offer another option to address the data gap.
While RPASs allow for more adaptive sampling, there are many federal regula-
tions and air restrictions governing their use. The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) has recently instituted new programs to facilitate the expansion of RPAS for
commercial use, such as the Low Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability
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(LAANC). This has increased the number of approved flight waivers. Trends suggest
that RPAS used in atmospheric research will become more common based on a few
factors. The combination of greater availability of weather sensing RPAS and reduced
obstacles to attain flight permissions will aid accessibility. The confidence shown in
the data collection and usefulness in data assimilation will prove its place as a reliable
observation platform. RPASs stand as an affordable, portable option that can be used
in tandem with remote sensing platforms for a more complete sampling of the ABL.
Novel platforms such as RPAS deliver unprecedented data sets. While some people
view rotary-wing RPAS as an alternative to radiosondes, using only radiosonde-based
methods on RPAS data would encumber the possibilities accompanied by this new data
set. Alongside the evolution of observation platforms, there must also be an advance-
ment in the methods. In this study, two traditional ABL variables used to quantity
stability (buoyancy and Ri) will be analyzed in unconventional ways. The time-height
evolution of buoyancy under different ABL phenomena will be analyzed. Using the
high spatiotemporal resolution data from rotary-wing RPAS, ABL features and transi-
tions will be dissected. The following analysis will include three cases: the diurnal ABL
cycle under the influences of an LLJ, pre-convective conditions at two locations within
an elevated valley, and katabatic flow impacts on the morning transition. Profiles of
Ri will be used to look into the LLJ and katabatic flow cases. A critical analysis of
each method will be done to determine if either variable is useful in examining ABL
transitions. The goal is to expound on the unique advantages gained by viewing ABL





Here we consider examples of data collected using RPAS and radiosondes during two
different field campaigns. Both campaigns aimed to demonstrate the usefulness of
RPAS for examining various atmospheric phenomena. Flux-Capacitor sampled the di-
urnal boundary layer cycle as well as a common southern plains occurrence, the LLJ.
The Lower Atmospheric Process Studies at Elevation—a Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Team Experiment (LAPSE-RATE) campaign was uniquely located at high-altitude
with orographically driven circulations and different land surfaces. We will use these
data to evaluate the utility of low-level buoyancy in diverse environments. All flights
completed during both campaigns were conducted under FAA certificates of authoriza-
tion (COA) and overseen by FAA licensed pilots, who were embedded with the research
teams. A complete description for each campaign follows.
2.1.1 Flux-Capacitor
The Flux-Capacitor field campaign took place as a test of the 3D Mesonet concept
in which a subset of Oklahoma Mesonet stations would include an RPAS capable of
regularly profiling the lower troposphere (Chilson et al., 2019). The campaign tested
the feasibility of continuous flights to observe the ABL transition over a 24-h period.
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Flights began at 1501 UTC (1001 LST) 05 October 2018, taking off every 30-min, and
with the last flight at 1430 UTC (0930 LST) on 06 October 2018. A flight to 1 km above
ground level (AGL) takes roughly 12-min. This campaign sampled the ABL through-
out its diurnal cycle. The typical cycle was modified by a southerly LLJ. The flight
ceiling for Flux-Capacitor was based on line of sight operations up to 1,200 m. Due to
strong winds, the RPAS was unable to reach maximum altitude. Flights took place 28
km southwest of Norman, OK, USA at the Kessler Atmospheric and Ecological Field
Station (KAEFS), which is co-located with the Oklahoma Mesonet’s Washington sta-
tion (WASH). Additionally, a radiosonde was released approximately every 3 hours, for
a total of 10 soundings. Radiosondes served as a means to validate measurements from
RPAS profiles. A suite of remote sensors within the Collaborative Lower-Atmospheric
Mobile Profiling System (CLAMPS) also supplemented the dataset.
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2.1.2 LAPSE-RATE
Figure 2.1: The San Luis Valley with markers at each CASS deployment site. A)
K04V, B) MOFF, C) SAGF (courtesy © Google Earth 2021)
LAPSE-RATE took place in San Luis Valley, Colorado (38◦ N, 106◦ W) from 14–20 July
2018 following the International Society for Atmospheric Research using Remotely-
piloted Aircraft (ISARRA) conference (de Boer et al., 2020b). Ten teams gathered to
collect atmospheric measurements using RPASs for three targeted missions: convective
initiation (CI), drainage flows, and boundary layer transition. Teams distributed across
the valley regularly collected synchronized, vertical profiles of the atmospheric state up
to 914 m above ground level with rotary-wing RPASs. Additional data were collected
using fixed-wing RPAS, radiosondes, and ground-based remote sensors. This study will
focus on the stations by the University of Oklahoma’s Center for Autonomous Sensing
and Sampling (CASS). The same RPASs used in LAPSE-RATE were used in Flux-
Capacitor. CASS had three profiling stations, one at Moffat School (MOFF), Saguache
Airport (K04V), and Saguache Farms (SAGF). Seen in Fig. 2.1, all CASS sites were
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located in the northern section of the valley. The MOFF site was located within the
valley basin. The K04V site was located where the Saguache Canyon spills into the
San Luis Valley. K04V was flanked by mountains to its north and southwest. SAGF
was 10 km southeast of K04V in an irrigated alfalfa field. During ABL transitions,
flights were completed at 15 min intervals. Otherwise, the flight frequency was 30 min.
Flight cadence at each site was not always synchronous due to weather conditions.
This campaign was unique in location and execution. The San Luis Valley has an
average elevation of 2,300 m and peaks at 4,000 m above sea level. The valley was
arid but contains irrigated cropland creating gradients in temperature and moisture
from differing land uses. There was orographic lift, which led to convection commonly
occurring overtop the mountains. Furthermore, mountain-valley circulations affected
ABL transitions and air quality. Teams were able to partially sample the valley, which
is nearly the size of Connecticut, by completing over 1,200 flights, using 34 different
platforms (de Boer et al., 2020a; Pillar-Little et al., 2021).
Conditions within the valley were ideal for RPAS flights and observing mesoscale to
microscale flow features. de Boer et al. (2020a) provided a description of the weather
conditions. In summary, due to limited moisture, temperature and humidity have
a strong diurnal cycle that drives flow features. In the afternoon when the ABL is
approximately dry-adiabatic, winds are gustier and occasionally enhanced by outflow
from mountain convection. Both observations and simulations from Pinto et al. (2021)
indicate a diurnal drainage flow pattern at K04V every day. As a result, a cold pool
forms within the valley basin. While these conditions were a daily trend, the week of
LAPSE-RATE had a variety of conditions to sample. The first 2 days of structured
flights (15-16 July 2018) were selected to study CI. Both days had moisture advected
from the Pacific Ocean with a passing cold front. The cold front was weak and lack of
wind shear promoted isolated convection. After the 17th, a high-pressure system with
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mid-level drying diminished all convective potential. Thus, the focus was turned to
morning ABL transitions. The 19th was focused on capturing cold-air drainage flow,
hence flights began shortly before sunrise. A gamut of atmospheric phenomena was
captured during LAPSE-RATE, but this study will focus on CI and cold-air drainage.
2.2 Observation Platforms
During the LAPSE-RATE campaign, there were numerous RPASs collecting data in
addition to remote sensing platforms and ground station observers. All data obtained
during LAPSE-RATE can be found at https://zenodo.org/communities/lapse-rate/.
Flux-Capacitor utilized the CopterSonde, radiosondes, CLAMPS, and surface obser-
vations. Both campaigns used the same three CopterSondes to collect all data. This
study will primarily use data from the CopterSonde and radiosondes. The two plat-
forms share similarities in quantities and dimensions sampled. Nonetheless, there are
stark differences in abilities. Radiosondes are capable of sampling a much taller col-
umn, while the CopterSonde’s flight ceiling is limited greatly by regulation, technology,
and atmospheric conditions. Radiosondes are not true Eulerian platforms; they are ad-
vected with the flow, adding quasi-Lagrangian impacts. As a result, observations are
coming from downwind of the release site, especially for Flux-Capacitor since there
was a strong LLJ. The CopterSonde conducts fixed location profiles delivering true
local vertical gradients. Moreover, the per-profile cost of a radiosonde release is much
higher than a CopterSonde profile, restricting the temporal resolution of radiosonde
releases. Nevertheless, the long-established confidence in radiosondes makes them a




Parameter Range System accuracy
Temperature -20-40 ◦C 0.5 ◦C
Relative humidity 0-100% 2%
Pressure 10-1200 hPa 1.5 hPa
Wind speed 0-25 m s−1 0.6 m s−1
Wind direction 0-360◦ 4◦
Table 2.1: CopterSonde measurement specifications and accuracies compared against
measurements from Vaisala RS92-SGP based on Bell et al. (2020)
The RPAS utilized in both field campaigns is the CopterSonde 2. This is a rotary-
wing quadcopter designed and manufactured by the CASS at the University of Ok-
lahoma. The CopterSonde contains three temperature sensors (iMet-XF glass bead
thermistors) and three relative humidity sensors (Innovative Sensor Technology HYT
271). The measurement range of each sensor comes from the manufacturer and the ac-
curacies compared against values measured by the radiosondes are found in Table 2.1.
All sensors are placed within the shell of the aircraft, protecting them from solar radi-
ation and heat from the motor, which can impact the precision of the measurements
(Greene et al., 2018, 2019). Built into the shell is an aspirated intake scoop that is
designed to consistently draw air across the sensors and adapts to position the intake
scoop into the wind. An algorithm using roll, pitch, and yaw details from the autopilot
determines the wind speed and direction. Consequently, this improves measurement
accuracy and eliminates the need for additional wind sensors (Segales et al., 2020;
Greene et al., 2019). Pressure is determined by the MS561 pressure sensor within
the autopilot. The sensor scoop was tested in the Oklahoma Climatological Survey
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calibration laboratory. The linear bias for each sensor was calculated and applied to
the post-processed CopterSonde data. Afterwards, if a temperature sensor had a bias
> 0.5 ◦C its data were removed. Adjustments are built off of trials from previous
campaigns such as Environmental Profiling and Initiation of Convection (EPIC; Koch
et al. (2018) and 2018 Innovative Strategies for Observations in the Arctic Atmospheric
Boundary Layer (ISOBAR; Kral et al. (2018)).
2.2.2 Radiosonde
Radiosondes have stood as the standard for atmospheric measurements for over 90 years
and serve as a validation tool for many novel sensing platforms. The Vaisala RS92-
SGP radiosonde is used for this study. Data from the radiosondes are initiated from
ground station data. According to Vaisala technical data, there is a 0.5 ◦C uncertainty
for temperature and 5% uncertainty for relative humidity. The measurement response
time for both sensors is less than 0.5 s. Data are automatically post-processed using a
proprietary method specific to Vaisala. Further information regarding the radiosondes
used during LAPSE-RATE can be found in Bell et al. (2021).
Date Time # of flights ∆t (min) Location Mission
20180715 1326-1944 18 15 MOFF CI
20180715 1400-1915 12 30 K04V CI
20180719 1150-1700 24 15 MOFF Drainage flow
20180719 1130-1700 22 30 SAGF Drainage flow
20181005 1500-2335 18 30 KAEFS LLJ
20181006 0000-1431 28 30 KAEFS LLJ
Table 2.2: Summary of CopterSonde flights from Flux-Capacitor and LAPSE-RATE.
Time in UTC. ∆t (min) is the average time between takeoff
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2.3 Methods
The CopterSonde allowed for controlled measurements taken at a prescribed frequency
specified by the needs of each campaign. Table 2.2 describes flight strategies in both
experiments. Abiding by FAA air regulations, the flight ceiling for Flux-Capacitor was
1,524 m (5,000 ft) AGL with line of sight operations required. Lights affixed to the
RPAS allowed visibility into the night, but due to high winds, a majority of Flux-
Capacitor flights did not reach the flight ceiling. As for LAPSE-RATE, flights were
authorized up to 914 m (3,000 ft) AGL, which most flights reached.
Buoyancy (β) was calculated at each level using
β = g ∗ Tv,par − Tv,env
Tv,env
(2.1)
such that the vertical resolution stays 3 m for Flux-Capacitor and 10 m for LAPSE-
RATE. The parcel’s virtual temperature (Tv,par) was calculated based on parcel theory
with the lowest observed temperature and dew point used as the initial inputs. The
temperature and relative humidity measured by the RPAS or radiosonde were used to
calculate the virtual temperature which functions as the environmental temperature
(Tv,env) while g is the acceleration due to gravity. Example profiles Tv,par, Tv,env, and
β using CopterSonde data are provided in Fig. 2.2.













Since the data were not heavily smoothed, vertical gradients applied to the wind com-
ponents induced large variations in values. In attempts to constrain the Ri fluctuations,
an array of smoothing techniques were tried. A full description of methods tested to
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make the CopterSonde data more comparable to the radiosonde data is found in Ap-
pendix A. Ultimately, the best option came from running means of 100 m for u and v
wind components, 20 m for potential temperature, and 5 m for the wind speed and po-
tential temperature gradients. This method reduced root-mean-square error (RMSE)
while preserving significant fluctuations.
CopterSonde data were post-processed before being included in this analysis. The
thermistors and pressure sensors record data at 20 Hz and the humidity capacitor
records data at 10 Hz. To unify the sampling rate of all sensors, all data were inter-
polated to a 10 Hz frequency. Subsequently, the offsets gained from calibrations were
applied and data from the duplicate sensors were averaged together. The data were
then averaged to 3 m bins for Flux-Capacitor and 10 m bins for LAPSE-RATE. Only
the data collected in the ascending portion of the flight were used. Since the Copter-
Sonde ascends slower than it descends, the sensor response time aligns better with
ascent speed (3 ms−1). An in-depth description of data processing for the LAPSE-
RATE campaign can be found in Pillar-Little et al. (2021) and procedures were very
similar for Flux-Capacitor data. The radiosonde data were vertically interpolated to
mimic the sampling resolution of the CopterSonde of 3 m for Flux-Capcitor and 10 m
for LAPSE-RATE. The summed buoyancy for the radiosondes was calculated up to the
flight ceiling for the CopterSonde closest to release time. Since flight ceilings change
based on flying conditions, this was done to make the results most comparable.
Various methods were used to determine the ABLD during Flux-Capacitor. To
smooth over some individual spikes in the CopterSonde data, a 5-point (15 m) running
mean was applied across the entire profile to derived quantities including, potential
temperature, dew point temperature, mixing ratio, and buoyancy. This was not neces-
sary for the radiosonde data since it was processed by Vaisala software then additionally
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vertically interpolated. Further description of the methods for calculating ABLD can
be found in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature (K) and buoyancy (m s−2) profiles from CopterSonde at
MOFF on 19 July 2018. (a,c) Temperature observed from CopterSonde (blue) and dry
adiabatically lifted parcel (red). (b,d) Calculated buoyancy profile (purple) with zero











































































Figure 3.1: Time series of temperature (◦C) measured at the lowest level from the
Mesonet (9 m) (blue line), CopterSonde (6 m) (black dot), and radiosondes (7 m) (red
dot) on 05-06 October 2018. Purple and orange vertical lines represent sunset and
sunrise, respectively.
Figure 3.1 shows the temperature at the lowest measured elevation from both plat-
forms, 6 m for CopterSonde and 7 m for radiosonde, in addition to the Oklahoma
Mesonet’s 9 m temperature observation. Given the thermistor response time of <2 s,
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the CopterSonde has enough time to acclimate to the air temperature at 6 m. The
radiosondes used in this field campaign take in the station measurements as a boundary
condition, which explains the strong agreement between radiosondes and Mesonet data.
Initially, the CopterSonde has approximately a 1◦C warm bias at the lowest elevation.
This is a consequence of the shell being heated by the sun during the site setup. Con-
tinuous aspiration over the sensors above the surface would reduce this effect at higher
elevations. The recurrent flights afterwards prevented the CopterSonde from sitting in
the direct sun long enough to heat up. Such that, the warm bias reduces below 0.5◦C
after 1607 UTC. Keeping the instrument in the shade until takeoff is now the standard
to mitigate the overheating effect. Therefore, there is confidence in the accuracy of
temperature measurements, thus the initialization point for buoyancy profiles.
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Figure 3.2: 05-06 October 2018 shaded contour fields of (a,b) potential temperature
(K), (c,d) specific humidity (g kg −1), and (e,f) wind speed (m s −1) with buoyancy
contours overlaid (m s −2). Dashed(solid) contours are negative(positive). Left column
(a,c,e) use CopterSonde data and right column (b,d,f) use radiosonde data.
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Figure 3.3 shows the evolution of the vertical summation of buoyancy throughout
time. Since buoyancy is dictated by temperature differences, diurnal changes in inso-
lation give the graph a sinusoidal shape. This is seen in both platforms even though
there is some variability. While not shown, the depth of the summation did not impact
the overall shape, only the magnitude. Peak vertically summed buoyancy occurs at
the same time as peak surface temperature (Fig. 3.1). As incoming solar radiation
begins to decrease, buoyancy decreases (Fig. 3.3). Contrary to assumptions in Shapiro
et al. (2016), the maximum buoyancy occurs about four hours before sunset. Upon the
arrival of the LLJ, there is a rapid increase in buoyancy as a result of surface warming.
Turbulent forces act to return the ABL to a neutral state. The SBL begins to erode
before sunrise, thus allowing the environment to quickly become positively buoyant




















































































Figure 3.3: Time series of the vertically summation of buoyancy (m s−2) on 05-06
October 2018. Black line is CopterSonde data, red dots are radiosonde data. Maroon
line is the incoming solar radiation (W m−2) measured by the WASH Mesonet. Purple
and orange vertical lines represent sunset and sunrise, respectively
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Looking at the LLJ through a different lens, Ri profiles are calculated with every
flight and radiosonde release. The profiles of Ri from radiosonde data will be compared
to that of CopterSonde data to test the feasibility of gathering Ri profiles from the
CopterSonde. The overnight environment is high shear, but also thermally stratified.
Under these circumstances, values of 0 < Ri < 1 are expected below the jet and
Ri >1 are expected within the jet. A major drawback to this analysis comes from
the proprietary pre-processing techniques applied to the radiosonde data. Since Ri is
highly sensitive to the sampling rates and smoothing techniques, differences in data
processing introduces inherent, incalculable errors (Balsley et al., 2006). With this in
mind, deviations in Ri profiles from the two datasets are unavoidable. Nonetheless,
the following analysis aims to recognize similarities, give critique, and supplement the
LLJ analysis.
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Figure 3.4: Ri from single radiosonde release (red) and 5 CopterSonde profile averaged
profile (black) with gray shading as the standard deviation on 05-06 October 2018.
Times listed are the time of radiosonde release (UTC) the CopterSonde profiles were
averaged with that time as the center.
A temporal average of 5 CopterSonde profiles is performed centered around each
radiosonde release time. Not only is the number of profiles condensed, but it also
displays the spread over a roughly 2 h span. Figure 3.4 shows the Ri profiles from the
temporally averaged CopterSonde flights and radiosonde releases. The gray shading
represents a single standard deviation on each side of the mean CopterSonde profile.
Except for a few instances, the error range is within a magnitude of the mean. The
skewness is negative, as the 1-sigma range trends on the positive side. The profiles agree
decently well with each other within the range of two hours. The largest inconsistencies
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occur beneath the jet at the top of the profile (Fig. 3.4f, g). Each of these averages
includes profiles from when the jet arrives and exits, adding spread to the wind shear
profile. The largest deviations correspond to the time and area in which the ABL






























Figure 3.5: Ri and its components on 2029 UTC 05 October 2018 from CopterSonde
(black) and radiosonde (red) data. (a) Brunt-Väisälä squared term (s−2). (b) Squared
vertical wind shear (s−2). (c) Ri with height. The tan boxes indicate the RMSE
between the CopterSonde and radiosonde values.
The initial difference between radiosonde and CopterSonde Ri values is stark but
improves under less convective conditions, after 2327 UTC. The radiosonde Ri in a
convective boundary layer (CBL) fluctuates more intensely than the CopterSonde data
(Fig. 3.4a, b). Figure 3.5 shows the two gradient components of Ri and points out
where the substantial difference lies. The radiosonde wind shear profile is nearly zero
above 80 m (Fig. 3.5b), even though Fig. 3.2b shows some vertical speed shear, which
causes the small fluctuations in buoyancy frequency to be grossly amplified. The overall
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appearance of each platform’s buoyancy frequency is very similar (Fig. 3.5a). Another
instance occurs at 0227, Fig. 3.4d, from 300-500 m the average difference is an order
of magnitude. The CopterSonde flight ceiling is around 800 m and measured 17 m
s−1 wind speeds (Fig. 3.2e). Meanwhile, the 0227 UTC radiosonde release measures
slightly stronger winds at 20 m s−1 (Fig. 3.2f). Since the radiosonde is not a true
Eulerian tracer, it is advected with the flow. Being carried along with the mean flow
rather than ascend right through it distorts the actual, vertical wind shear. Different
locations introduce another detraction from a direct comparison of observation.
As expected, the evolution of Ri follows changes in the ABL. During the CBL,
|Ri| < 0.5 and often negative due to instability (Fig. 3.4a-c). As the warmest part of
the day approaches, Fig. 3.5b shows a prominent surface layer with strong wind shear
within the lowest 50 m and a very well-mixed layer above. Within the mixed layer, Ri
oscillates about 0 (Fig. 3.5). The evening transition causes a larger standard deviation
with the CopterSonde profile but remains positive as the SBL forms. Below the LLJ,
Ri is constrained by strong wind shear (Fig. 3.4e-h). Within the jet, shown by the
radiosonde profile, the homogeneous wind speed allows Ri to surpass RT and change
rapidly (Fig. 3.4f-h). Looking at the CopterSonde data, the 3 CBL profiles (Fig. 3.4a-
c) and the 5 SBL profiles (Fig. 3.4d-h) are similar to each other based on respective
stability regime. There are times where the spikes are larger or there is more spread
but broadly there are few unique features. Diagnosing the environment on Ri profiles
alone seems ill-fitting, considering even the transition periods are nonspecific. The
radiosondes offer a bit more nuance under the jet, aided by more data at jet height.
Differences between radiosonde profiles illustrate the shift in dominating turbulent
mechanism from buoyancy during the day and wind shear overnight (Fig. 3.4). In this
case, Ri profiles offer some environmental description but an incomplete representation.
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Foundationally, there can be no ideal comparison without the data being pro-
cessed comparably. Nevertheless, Ri profiles from each data set share some similarities.
Nearly all values are the logical sign and magnitude. During times of transition, the
sign change is at roughly the same height. Although, the sensitivity of Ri makes it
incredibly difficult to compare two data sets with different processing techniques. Verti-
cal gradients of potential temperature and wind shear are often small and impacted by
a range of potential errors which cause large fluctuations. Looking only at the Copter-
Sonde Ri profiles, the errors appear to occlude some of the LLJ-induced structures.
The buoyancy field offers more representation of vertical layers and transitions. In
the context of an LLJ, the CopterSonde is more apt in representing fine-scale features
using buoyancy than Ri.
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Figure 3.6: ABLD (m) determined by 5 different methods, maximum potential tem-
perature gradient (blue circle), minimum buoyancy gradient (orange square), absolute
maximum in specific humidity gradient (green diamond), maximum temperature gradi-
ent (red star), and Rb > 0.25 (purple x). Orange dashed line indicates time of sunrise.
Purple dashed line indicated time of sunset.
3.1.2 ABL Depth
After the initial analysis seen in Fig. 3.2, it was observed that buoyancy is roughly
constant with height in a CBL. This is as expected, since buoyancy is a driving force
to homogenize the ABL. Therefore, a gradient-based method is proposed to find the
ABLD from buoyancy profiles. There are numerous methods and variables used to find
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the ABLD. These five ABLD methods are tested and compared using only Copter-
Sonde data: maximum potential temperature gradient (Martucci et al., 2007), min-
imum buoyancy gradient, bulk Richardson number (Rb) > 0.25, absolute maximum
in specific humidity gradient and maximum temperature gradient (Hennemuth and
Lammert, 2006). Most agreement happens during the morning transition and evening
transition. During this time, the full mixed layer is captured within the flight ceiling
and a clear transition layer can be found (Fig. 3.6). The Rb method relies on the idea
that nearly all turbulence is contained within the ABL, such that the height at which
the critical Rb number is surpassed (Rb>0.25) indicates the top of the ABL. The Rb
method appears to be the least successful in the CBL due to consistent underestima-
tion. As discussed in the Appendix A, Rb profiles are highly dependent on the layer
depth and values are too small when the layer depth from Dai et al. (2014) is used.
The wind shear is highly variable which leads to noisy Rb profiles. Consequently, there
are lulls in wind shear that trigger the ABLD somewhere within the mixed layer. Ad-
ditionally, large wind shear values can lead to the ABLD not being found since Rb is so
small. For these reasons, the Rb method could not reliably be used to test against the
buoyancy gradient method. As for the other gradient methods, there are few distinct
differences. Ultimately, the potential temperature gradient method is selected as the















































































Figure 3.7: Potential temperature field (shaded contours) and black line indicating
the ABLD determined by height of maximum potential temperature gradient on 05-06
October 2018. (a) each circle indicates the height determined by an individual flight.
(b) each square indicates the height determined by an individual radiosonde.
The potential temperature method, radiosonde derived heights (Fig. 3.7b) do not
change as rapidly as those derived from the CopterSonde data (Fig. 3.7a). Moreover,
the potential temperature method ABLD from the CopterSonde data are lower from
1724-2300 UTC compared to radiosonde-derived heights. The dropoff in ABLD occurs
once the mixed layer extends past the flight ceiling. Without a strong transition above
the ABL, the potential temperature method erroneously finds where the surface layer
transitions to the mixed layer. The CopterSonde is more likely to find these sharp
gradients near the surface because of the increased data resolution at lower levels. The
heights derived from the CopterSonde are deterred by the flight ceiling, which leads to
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a low bias in ABLD. An aside, some heights appear to surpass the provided data, this









































































Figure 3.8: Same as Fig. 3.7 but with buoyancy field and buoyancy determined ABLD
(blue line).
It is worth pointing out the differences in sampled potential temperature. Compar-
ing the first radiosonde release and CopterSonde flight, the heights of mixed potential
temperature disagree strongly (Fig. 3.2a, b). The depth of the mixed layer determined
by a radiosonde release is around 330 m (Fig. 3.7b), while it is around 550 m for the
CopterSonde (Fig. 3.7a). It is likely due to the radiosonde being advected downwind.
Figure 3.2f shows 15-18 m s−1 winds in the 350-970 m layer. Between the 1430 UTC
radiosonde release and the first CopterSonde flight at 1501 UTC, the radiosonde would
likely be many kilometers downstream of KAEFS. The difference in mixing layer depths
can also be seen in the buoyancy data (Fig. 3.2, 3.8). The shallow positive buoyancy
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region found by the radiosonde leads to a much more negative vertically integrated
buoyancy value compared to the nearest CopterSonde observation (Fig. 3.3).
The proposed buoyancy method is applied to both datasets, seen in Fig. 3.8. Unlike
the CopterSonde derived heights using the potential temperature method (Fig. 3.8a),
the buoyancy method provides more consistent, realistic heights. The 1724-2300 UTC
time period has more agreement from profile to profile (Fig. 3.8a) as well as with the
radiosonde derived heights (Fig. 3.8b). Furthermore, the radiosonde derived heights us-
ing the potential temperature method (Fig. 3.7b) and buoyancy method (Fig. 3.8b) are
identical throughout the entire period. The correlation (r= 1.0) between the buoyancy
method and the potential temperature method bolsters confidence that the buoyancy
method is promising to determine ABLD. Once the jet arrives and mechanically mixes
the surface layer, there is a rise in ABLD across all methods and datasets (Fig. 3.7, 3.8).
Afterwards, the agreement between the potential temperature (Fig. 3.7a) and buoy-
ancy (Fig. 3.8a) methods from CopterSonde data improves. As with most gradient
methods, it suggests that the buoyancy method would perform better in convective






Figure 3.9: 0.5◦ level reflectivity (dBZ) from the KPUX radar in Pueblo, CO over the
San Luis Valley on 15 July 2018. Red square indicates the K04V site and red circle
indicates MOFF. a) 1835 UTC (1235 MDT) b) 1905 UTC (1305 MDT) c) 1925 UTC
(1325 MDT) d) 2001 UTC (1401MDT)
3.1.3 Convective Initiation
Now, low-level buoyancy will be evaluated in a more traditional sense, under convective
conditions. Buoyancy profiles within the San Luis Valley will be examined leading up
to CI. This study will focus on 15 July 2018 since it experienced CI within the valley,
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including directly over K04V (Fig. 3.10a). Fortunately, convection initiated over a
profiling site, thus providing local discrepancies in pre-convective variables.
At 1715 UTC, the automated surface observing system (ASOS) stationed at K04V
reported distant lightning and archived radar shows convection 25 km north of the site.
Two hours later, the same ASOS station reported a thunderstorm. As a result, flights
at K04V ended 30 min before flights at MOFF. At this time, the deepest convection
was still 10 km north (Fig. 3.9c). A fundamental issue with radar coverage within
the valley is that storms are not seen by the radar unless they are taller than the
mountains. Around 1925 UTC, CI occurred 4 km east of MOFF. At 2001 UTC, the
site only received light rain with stronger convection moving north. These times will








































































































































































































Figure 3.10: Same as Fig. 3.2 but on 15 July 2018 at the K04V site (a,c,e) and the
MOFF site (b,d,f).
Figure 3.10a and 3.10b show how buoyancy and potential temperature evolve in
time with height at both sites. The location of MOFF at the base of the valley leads to
more moisture accumulation than within a sloped canyon. The drier air near the surface
heats more quickly and leads to faster destabilization at K04V. From 1700-1740 UTC
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there is a strong positive buoyancy gradient in time at K04V. Here, buoyancy is uniform
throughout the entire layer. The amplified buoyancy is caused by a superadiabatic
lapse rate beneath 30 m as seen in Fig. 3.11c. Since the warm layer is so shallow
it is not visible in the potential temperature field (Fig. 3.10a). The 10-30 m range
is especially steep surpassing the autoconvective lapse rate. The K04V ASOS data
confirms a 4◦C temperature increase from 1654-1736 UTC, not shown. As a result,
overturning happens rapidly and the temperature is mixed slightly to reduce it by 1◦C
and weaken the lapse rate (Fig. 3.11d). This is short-lived and the autoconvective
lapse rate returns 30-min later in Fig. 3.11e. During the overturning, the wind speed
increases but is decreasing with height below 300 m (Fig. 3.10e). Autoconvective lapse
rates induce turbulence within the layer to an unknown spatial degree. It seems to
mitigate and regenerate the sharp temperature gradient on the order of 30 min. The
random mixing dissipates energy gradually, delaying CI. It is clear that a superadiabatic
lapse rate is not the only necessary component for CI since it did not occur for another
2 h after the first observation. Nevertheless, it aids in the distribution of moisture
vertically.
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Figure 3.11: Temperature (◦C) in the lowest 100 m from 1630-1845 UTC on 15 July
2018 at K04V.
Moisture is a necessary ingredient to CI. In the San Luis Valley, the distribution
of moisture is often dynamic and influenced by many local factors. Synoptically, the
moisture from monsoonal flow has come from mid-levels and mixed down towards the
surface. In the morning, there is more moisture throughout the column at MOFF
than K04V. As previously mentioned, the katabatic flow leads to a pool of moisture
in the base of the valley. The declined slope of the Saguache Canyon reduces the
overnight accumulation. However, the low-level moisture increases with time at K04V.
A likely source of moisture is from the outflow from the storms to the north. The
autoconvective overturning mixes the moisture throughout 0-500 m (Fig. 3.10c). Water
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vapor continues to mix upward and persist throughout the remaining flights. Rapid
destabilization coupled with deepening low-level moisture creates a favorable convective
environment. Consequently, the K04V ASOS reports 14 m s−1 gusts from 1954 - 2030
UTC. Conversely, at MOFF there is little change in buoyancy and moisture decreases
with time (Fig. 3.10a). At 1700 UTC there is a plume of moisture throughout 800 m
coinciding with slightly higher buoyancy. Subsequently, there is drying throughout the
layer. Once convection begins in the valley (2000 UTC), MOFF is drier and neutrally
buoyant. As a result, the storm favors northward propagation, away from MOFF. The
high wind speeds at 1944 UTC are from a strong outflow boundary due west of MOFF
(Fig. 3.10f). While there was considerable lift, the buoyancy and moisture were not
ideal to support CI.
Even though the two sites are only about 27 km apart, there is a difference in how
buoyancy evolves in time, demonstrating its spatial sensitivity. Variations in moisture
over the two locations change the rate of surface heating. Differences in moisture
could be attributed to different land cover or different positions within the valley.
Surface observations influence parcel trajectory, and buoyancy infers deviations about
the environmental profile. Increased representation of land-air interactions is a valuable
asset to any forecasting tool. Changes in moisture are further highlighted by buoyancy
perturbations. A shift in surface temperature by a few degrees may be overlooked,
but buoyancy accents how that affects the column. Overall, buoyancy in convective


























































































































































































































Figure 3.12: Same as Fig. 3.10 but for 19 July 2018.
3.1.4 Katabatic Flow
The final day of the campaign focused on cold air drainage since drying at mid-levels
eliminated convective potential and radiative cooling was strong. The SAGF site is
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deeper within the valley, thus allowing a cold pool to become more established com-
pared to a sloped canyon. The time span of flights is also earlier to capture the full
morning transition, starting 15 min before apparent sunrise (1148 UTC). SAGF is
18.25 km east southeast of MOFF, but the morning transitions are dynamically differ-
ent.
Figure 3.12 focuses on the morning transition of state variables and buoyancy at
both locations. Buoyancy aloft is predominantly negative and has a strong gradient
in time and height. Radiative cooling causes the air above the surface to become
denser and descend the valley walls. At MOFF, stratified layers are more apparent
(Fig. 3.12b). On either side of the valley, there is downslope flow (Fig. 3.13). At
SAGF, the flow is irregular below 500 m with light, variable winds which is likely due
to closer proximity to the valley wall. In comparison, flow at MOFF is faster and
uniform throughout 600 m for the first hour of flights. There is some directional wind
shear from 1133-1215 UTC, leading to warmer air mixing down (Fig. 3.13b). After
15 min, there is a shallow stagnant layer below 100 m lending to increased cooling.
The surface air temperature drops under the calm conditions (Fig. 3.12b). As a result,
there is a stronger cold pool of air at MOFF than SAGF (Fig. 3.12a, b). At both
locations, a strong temperature inversion settles in with subsequent negative buoyancy,
although the magnitude of stability is different. Until 1400 UTC, MOFF has stratified
layers up to 300 m. Meanwhile, the layer of stratification is only about 50 m deep at
SAGF (Fig. 3.12c). Above that, the buoyancy fluctuates largely with time although the
vertical gradient remains consistent. Within the shallow stratification, the winds are
slightly faster (Fig. 3.12e). It is evident in the Ri profiles from each site that MOFF is
more statically stable (Fig. 3.14). Predominantly, Ri is greater at MOFF due to weaker
wind shear (Fig. 3.14). Stratification seems to be interrupted by the turbulent mixing
caused by wind shear. In contrast, MOFF displays a textbook transition from morning
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SBL to CBL. After the flow at MOFF is analyzed, the implications of turbulence on
the flow at SAGF will be interpreted.
Figure 3.13: Wind vectors over specific humidity (g kg−1) filled contours from Copter-































Figure 3.14: Similar to Fig. 3.5 but for 19 July 2018. Both are CopterSonde profiles
at two sites, MOFF (black) and SAGF (red).
MOFF has a stronger cold pool and temperature inversion. There is very little wind
shear until the CBL develops. In turn, the cold pool is colder and more homogeneous.
The region of stratification aligns with a layer of moisture, such that the specific humid-
ity decreases and becomes homogeneous beyond the same height that the buoyancy
gradient decreases. At approximately 410 m the vertical gradient of buoyancy and
specific humidity hit a local minimum and maximum, respectively (Fig. 3.12d). All of
which suggests a transition to the residual layer. About an hour after sunrise (1245
UTC), the surface has warmed enough to dilute the density current, which causes the
flow to slow within the lowest 100 m (Fig. 3.13b). Thereafter the surface warms, and a
shallow mixed layer grows, but it is still capped by a stable layer. The region is convec-
tively neutral with increasing mixed layer depth (Fig. 3.12). In the absence of moisture
advection, the specific humidity illustrates vertical mixing. Not until 1530 UTC is the
surface warm enough to initiate the southerly up-valley flow (Fig. 3.12, 3.13b). This
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boundary layer transition is unlike either of the other cases examined. Since cold air
pools into a thick layer at the base of the valley, the magnitude of stability surpasses
what would occur from radiative cooling over flat land. The atmosphere reacts slower
to incoming solar radiation to induce thermal mixing.
As for the SAGF site, the surface fluxes and position made the evolution more
complex. Figure 3.12 contains more oscillations in buoyancy with time. These mi-
croscale buoyancy changes align with shifts in wind speed and moisture. The period of
1330-1415 UTC is of special interest; there is a defined buoyancy oscillation that aligns
with a plume of moisture that is mixed upwards (Fig. 3.12c). Prior, there is a burst
of stronger wind speed descending from 210 m to the surface from 1345-1445 UTC
(Fig. 3.13a). Afterwards, the specific humidity rises by over 2 g kg−1, and buoyancy
has a positive rebound. Buoyancy is amplified and the CBL develops quickly. Low-
level moisture is advected upwards in a nearly stepwise manner unalike to the gradual
building of the CBL at MOFF (Fig. 3.12c, d). The 0.03 m s−1 buoyancy contours en-
capsulate the high moisture anomalies. With the moisture diffusion from the surface,
the potential temperature begins to increase in a similar fashion to MOFF at 1545
UTC (Fig. 3.12a, b). Altogether, a turbulent event initiates a response across moisture
and temperature which buoyancy precipitates, thus stimulating convective mixing and
accelerating the SBL to CBL transition.
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Figure 3.15: Same as Fig. 3.11 but for 1330-1415 UTC 19 July 2018 at SAGF.
It is plausible that a mountain wave initiated the kinematic response. The SAGF
site is roughly 550 m downstream of the peak to the east northeast, based on the flow
at that level (Fig. 3.13a). The advected turbulence reaches the irrigated fields 2 h after
sunrise and triggers mass evapotranspiration. An injection of water vapor suddenly
cools the surface air. Figure 3.15 shows that the surface temperature drops 2◦C over
15 minutes, but the subsequent profile has the temperature rebounding back up 2◦C.
The temperature continues to climb even with another surge of moisture. With neutral
conditions, the evaporative cooling is not confined to the surface, it is dispersed and
temperature can rise as usual. Approximately 15 km south southeast of SAGF, Brus
et al. (2021) finds evidence of transpiration as the number concentration of carbon
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dioxide decrease and increase for water vapor from 1411-1642 UTC. As a whole, it
takes a holistic view of meteorological conditions to dissect the causes and implications
of the turbulent event. Nevertheless, low-level buoyancy highlights better than any
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Figure 3.16: Ri profiles at SAGF from 1330-1415 UTC on 19 July 2018. Gray line
indicates Ri=1.0
Since Monti et al. (2002) determined there is an stronger correlation to increased
TKE when Ri < 1.0 than Ri < 0.25, the following analysis will use Ric = 1.0. Figures
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3.16c and d 3.16 indicate an increase in subcritical Ri layers after 1400 UTC. Near
the surface, Ri is below Ric across all times but in a deeper layer after 1330 UTC
(Fig. 3.16). The clearest evolution to more turbulent flow is in the 300-600 m layer. At
1415 UTC, a layer of stable flow forms as the winds become more homogeneous from
100-190 m while the subcritical layer extends vertically to 400-700 m (Fig. 3.12e, 3.16d).
The turbulent layer appears to move vertically with time as the layers beneath mix.
While Ri profiles accentuate how different layers are affected by overturning, in the
absence of the previous analysis using buoyancy, it would be difficult to identify what
exactly occurred. Overall, the evolution of Ri is not indicative of injection or turbulent
dispersion of an evapotranspiration plume. Since Ri does not factor in moisture, it lacks
those impacts altogether. In the context of this environment, Ri profiles do not offer
enough information as is needed to fully describe the dynamics.
Evapotranspiration is a valuable piece of knowledge for farmers. It factors into
decision-making for watering and harvesting. There is only a 15-min period between
the buoyancy perturbation and its impacts, so the prospect of using it as a forecasting
tool in real-time is not feasible. From a modeling perspective, buoyancy could lend aid
to enhancing land-air feedback parameterizations. More broadly, the high-frequency
moisture data could be very beneficial for quantifying water transfer from evapotran-
spiration. Using buoyancy under these circumstances is rather novel. Throughout
turbulence equations, buoyancy is viewed as a sink under stable conditions. In the
case shown, negative buoyancy anomalies can present a turbulent source. Meaningful
interpretations of buoyancy, negative or positive, offer new opportunities to connect




4.1 Aviation Weather Background
Pilots of RPAS and crewed aircraft alike can be impacted by the ABL data gap during
takeoff and landing. Airports are often outfitted with ASOS, but these observations
tell little about conditions above the surface. Terminal radars are useful in detecting
precipitation, but may not always accurately determine precipitation type. Addition-
ally, scatterers, which are not always present, are required to collect Doppler velocities.
All of these factors can leave pilots without knowledge of low-level wind shear or icing
potential beyond the surface. Furthermore, the spatial homogeneity of these measure-
ments may be constrained in the presence of complex terrain. On a different note,
RPAS’s battery life and connectivity are sensitive to temperature and humidty which
can change over short timescales in the ABL. The type and size of RPAS influence the
weather impact on the system (Ranquist et al., 2017). Presently, the FAA requires
crewed flights to have a weather assessment prior to takeoff, while the preflight check
for RPAS is less rigorous. RPAS preflight requirements are based on maintaining a
visual line of sight but do not encompass weather hazards. Nevertheless, ensuring a
safe mission requires a complete weather assessment. It would be nearly impossible
to employ an observational network everywhere an RPAS would fly, so the obvious
progression is tailoring NWP to RPAS scale processes.
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As commercial RPAS use increases, the need for RPAS specific forecasts is neces-
sary. There has been a handful of studies completed to research operational needs for
RPAS. Campbell et al. (2017) describes a plan addressing weather information gaps,
impacts, and avenues to research. Lundby et al. (2019) offers an RPAS weather fore-
cast framework to estimate how often weather conditions would implicate flights based
on surface observations. Risk models will require high-resolution weather model input
(Roseman and Argrow, 2020), but operational NWPs lack the resolution to accurately
simulate microscale features. Roseman and Pinto (2019) discuss the current resources
available to RPAS pilots while conveying their shortcomings. They also discuss the
goals in designing a high resolution (100 m) large eddy simulation (LES) to aid RPAS
forecasts. Pinto et al. (2021) tested the concept by running LES to aid forecasts for the
LAPSE-RATE field campaign (de Boer et al., 2020b). The model successfully captured
flow features and ABL transitions with 111 m grid spacing. Jensen et al. (2021) show
that forecasts are benefitted by assimilating RPAS data into a slightly coarser (1 km)
model. Thus, it was confirmed to be feasible to adjust numerical models to the needs
of RPAS.
To avoid flying in restricted airspace and over people, RPAS flights are often in
remote areas which may offer little weather data. One avenue is to have a specific
weather sensing RPAS, as mentioned in the introduction, work in tandem with other
specialized RPAS. It would gather data prior to deployment and be used for flight
planning considerations. It could also be assimilated into a numerical model to im-
prove ABL representation. Another possibility is outfitting the RPAS with weather
sensors so data could be collected throughout the flight, similar to larger commercial
aircraft. Although, this could add too much weight for small RPAS. Either method
would address the NASA UAS Traffic Management (UTM) goals to increase situational
awareness for crewed and uncrewed aircraft. This chapter will highlight how regular
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profiles from a weather sensing RPAS could benefit conventional, crewed pilots at a
small airport. Furthermore, it highlights the cooperation and communication needed
to make flying an RPAS at an active airport possible.
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ATC Tower
Figure 4.1: Launch site at KOUN with active runway behind the building. Photo
credits to Bill Doyle.
4.2 Concept of Operations
The Max Westheimer Airport (KOUN) is a Regional Business Airport in Norman,
Oklahoma owned and operated by the University of Oklahoma. KOUN is an integral
component of the School of Aviation. It is in Class D airspace and operates under the
guidance of an air traffic control (ATC) tower. There is a miniature runway with the
same layout as the primary which lies southeast of the terminal. This location has
few nearby obstructions and is within line of sight from the ATC tower, making it the
ideal location for CopterSonde profiles, as seen in Fig. 4.1. It is worth noting that the
visual from the ATC tower is no substitute for a nearby visual observer who is meant
to keep eyes on the RPAS at all times. The goal is less for ATC workers to see the
CopterSonde during a flight but to see the crew operating. There is also a radio set up
between the RPAS crew and the ATC workers. The COA flight ceiling is at 3,000 ft
AGL, but above 1,800 ft airspace changes to Class E and the Oklahoma City terminal
radar approach control facilities requires notification prior to operations.
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Figure 4.2: (left) Skew-T log-p diagram of conditions sampled by the CopterSonde at
KOUN at 1724 UTC 24 September 2020. Blue dashed line indicates the 0◦C isotherm.
(center) Verical profiles of buoyancy (m s−2) and (right) wind speed (kts).
Numerous discussions between a multidisciplinary team of meteorologists, ATC op-
erators, pilots, and aviation professors were held prior to flights at the airport. From
these talks, we gathered what information would be beneficial to the pilots and dis-
cussed the ideal presentation and accessibility. On 24 September 2020, flight conditions
were calm with scattered clouds as three vertical CopterSonde profiles were success-
fully collected. Discussions after initial operations presented other steps that should
be incorporated to optimize safety and communication. The resurgent COVID-19 pan-
demic interrupted progress to integrate profile collection into operations. The intent
was to train School of Aviation students to fly the CopterSonde and gather a daily
profile at 1500 UTC. The CASS team would promptly process the data and upload
a visualization accessible by a monitor in the existing weather information area. The
data processing is to follow the same techniques described from the Flux-Capacitor
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campaign with 3 m vertical spacing. The concept of operations is in place to integrate
RPAS flights at KOUN. This setup does not have to be unique. Given the proper au-
thorizations, communications, and platforms, RPAS can work symbiotically in aviation
weather to improve awareness of near-surface hazards.
Figure 4.3: Same as Fig. 4.2 but at KAEFS at 1835 UTC 07 June 2021.
4.3 Data Examples
Figure 4.2 combines the desires of both pilots and aviation forecasters. The skew-T
log-p format is generally well understood amongst pilots in the program. Due to the
lack of flights at KOUN, profiles from KAEFS are used to supplement the analysis.
The following section will use past profile data to discuss key aviation hazards in the
context of preflight preparations.
Freezing conditions aloft could pose icing concerns especially if the surface temper-
ature is above freezing. Surface observations, such as ASOS, would not provide the
necessary information for icing forecasts. The dashed blue line indicates the freezing
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line. If the temperature at any level dips below 0◦C, a message will appear informing
pilots that ice may be possible. Timely temperature profiles are necessary to predict
the precipitation type. Tripp et al. (2021) demonstrates the utility of the CopterSonde
in forecasting winter weather. Even though the CopterSonde has a limited flight ceil-
ing, it transects a freezing layer which would be conducive for a significant icing threat
(see Fig. 6 in Tripp et al. (2021)). Mixed-phase precipitation is particularly difficult to
forecast since precipitation type can change on the order of tens of minutes (Reeves,
2016). The operational release times of radiosondes are insufficient to monitor changes
on that scale. It should be noted that the CopterSonde is also prone to icing and
does not have a deicing system. The impacts of icing on measurements have not been
quantified, ergo the CopterSonde operator should take the same precautions of any
conventional aircraft and avoid operating in icing conditions as much as possible.
Figure 4.4: Same as Fig. 4.3 but at 2030 UTC
The lifting condensation level (LCL) is demarcated with a black line and dot. The
LCL is a good estimator for the cloud base. Knowledge of the cloud base is critical
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for RPAS which must remain in visual line of sight and out of clouds. Under a CBL,
cumulus clouds can form rapidly at the LCL and occlude visibility. Cloud formation
is typically tied to thermal ascent which may induce turbulence. Similar to the ABL
depth, often the LCL extends beyond the flight ceiling of the CopterSonde. In order
to keep the graphics simple, the LCL is excluded if it surpasses the maximum altitude.
Figure 4.5: Same as Fig. 4.3 but at 2046 UTC
Low-level turbulence (LLT) is another common hazard for aviation. Since LLT is
usually mechanically or thermally induced, supplemental plots of buoyancy and wind
speed are provided (Fig. 4.2). Indicators of LLT allow pilots to plan for issues with
takeoff or landing. While this is not the case for KOUN, airports in complex terrain can
experience orographically driven mechanical turbulence. Instances of terrain-influenced
LLT are seen in the LAPSE-RATE campaign. During the cold-air drainage transition,
there is both directional and speed shear (Fig. 3.13a). Strong wind shear can generate
turbulence over flat land with decreasing intensity away from the surface, leading to
problems with climb speed or landing distance. Figure 4.5 shows a case with vertical
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speed shear as well as directional variability. Another benefit of the wind speed profile
is it highlights a jet even though the shear is low due to a steady logarithmic increase in
speed (Fig. 4.6). The standard shear layer depth is 500 ft but can be tailored to meet
the needs of the aircraft. The wind barbs on the lefthand side of the Skew-T visualize
the directional shear. Although the winds are light, the directional shear indicates
changes in air mass properties, as seen in Fig. 4.3. There is a decrease in moisture
and a nearly isothermal layer above the level where the winds shift from easterly to
southerly.
Figure 4.6: Same as Fig. 4.2 but at KAEFS at 0143 UTC 27 August 2020
Figure 4.4 shows a very buoyant, mixed layer. The winds are light and variable in
the lowest 100 m (Fig. 4.4). The lapse rate is not as steep as it was earlier (Fig. 4.3).
These factors combined with the slight variation in the temperature profile suggest
some turbulence near the surface. Towards the top of the profile, a stepwise transition
from a positive to negatively buoyant atmosphere differs from the smooth transitions
seen elsewhere, indicating some mixing going on near the top of the ABL (Fig. 4.4).
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The following flight displays evidence of entrainment. Figure 4.5 has a pronounced
wind shift and decrease in moisture at 860 hPa. The neutral buoyancy layer is much
deeper and at a lower elevation than 15 min prior (Fig. 4.4). As the stable air from the
free atmosphere is mixed into the CBL, the buoyancy is reduced. Even without multiple
profiles, fluctuations in the buoyancy profile can suggest that turbulent eddies may be
induced. Since the entrainment zone is intermittently turbulent, altitude indicators
of the entrainment zone could benefit pilots. Given that a common definition for the
entrainment zone altitude is an inversion of buoyancy flux, the buoyancy profile can
provide a rough estimate (Deardorff et al., 1980).
4.4 Discussion
There are numerous obstacles to overcome to institute regular RPAS profiling at an ac-
tive airport. Adding an RPAS in a live airspace can add conflict and requires enhanced
situational awareness. Some pilots may be wary of crowding airspace for additional
observations. A streamlined process would help to gather observations as few times
as necessary and as efficiently as possible. Flights should be timed when there is no
active takeoff or landing. Even though a 1 km profile takes less than 15 min., it would
be difficult to accomplish at a major airport. An early morning profile could be taken
before the arrivals begin. Observations of morning conditions are instrumental to un-
derstand winter conditions. Depending on the environment, more flights may need
to be incorporated at different points throughout the day. Ideally, flight plans would
be laid out at least 24 h in advance and would be coordinated around crewed flight
schedules.
Moreover, the greatest need for observations is in environments with the most risk.
The process of deciding the cost-benefit of flying in potentially hazardous conditions
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would need to be objective. Training sessions would benefit the communications be-
tween the RPAS team, pilots, and ATC operators. This leads to the question of who
would standardize this process? There are many inherent dangers that come with
adding an RPAS to a live airfield, so actions must be pre-meditated and taken with an
abundance of caution to ensure the safety of crewed flights. Any incident could halt
all authorizations to fly and impede any further progress.
For all of the reasons listed above, the FAA rarely authorizes RPAS COAs in con-
trolled airspace. The addition of Remote ID and Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Broadcast (ADS-B) improve awareness for all pilots. ADS-B out technology notifies
nearby aircraft and ATC of the RPAS’s location and heading. The process to get the
COA around KOUN approved still took months of discussions and compromises. A
three-person crew composed of a pilot in command, visual observer, and ground station
operator is the minimum size. The question of who will crew the system becomes an
obstacle. For our team, this was a huge setback. Without the bandwidth to crew or
to train others, as envisioned, the operations fell to the wayside. Our goal was to train
student pilots to operate as the crew since they would already have the license and be
at the facilities. KOUN is a unique, learning airport with a steady supply of pilots
with flexible schedules. Outside of this space, whose shoulders does this task fall to?
Not to mention, the RPAS needs regular maintenance and repairs. Without access to
a facility, there could be major delays in operations. The practicality of operations
requires an immense level of infrastructure which is beyond the scope of this paper.
While the FAA has instituted many initiatives and task forces to increase UTM, it
may fall to a private sector company to facilitate the integration of RPAS into airport
operations.
Another necessary component to the success of this program is communicating the
importance of the data to pilots. Pilots need the tools to analyze the meteorological
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data in a way that is helpful but not overwhelming. In one of the conversations, a
pilot stated that he rarely looked at atmospheric soundings. Even though many of
their requests for wind shear and thermodynamic profiles could be found there. A
dedicated social science analysis on how pilots ingest weather data would be beneficial
to integrate the new data product into the preflight process. The UTM mission cannot
succeed if the audience it should help the most does not understand it. The analysis




Conclusions and Future Work
This study uses buoyancy measured from RPAS to describe transitions within the
ABL. Different cases with and without mesoscale forcings are evaluated to understand
the versatility of using low-level buoyancy. Recent developments in weather sensing
RPASs allow for high-frequency sampling within the ABL. The spatial and temporal
sensitivity of buoyancy allows for a more detailed interpretation of fine-scale processes.
Buoyancy becomes convectively mixed like potential temperature below the capping
inversion, such that the maximum height of constant buoyancy appears to transition
with the ABLD(Fig. 3.2, 3.10).
The application of vertical buoyancy gradients to derive the ABLD shows promis-
ing initial results. The potential temperature and buoyancy method derived heights
perfectly correlate (r= 1.0) when radiosonde data are used. The correlation from the
two methods, using CopterSonde data is not as strong (r= 0.45). Although, the buoy-
ancy method heights are comparable to the heights derived from the radiosonde data.
These heights agree better across methodologies with the radiosonde data than the
potential temperature method with different data sources. Inherently, more cases need
to be evaluated to have full confidence in the method. Moreover, there are avenues to
improve the buoyancy method, particularly when using the CopterSonde data. The
high vertical resolution leads to noise in the profiles that is erroneously picked up as
the ABLD. Logical arguments will be applied to reduce inconsistencies in ABLD for
consecutive flights. Also, a technique to exclude the surface layer transition to the
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mixed layer should be developed. The success of this simple method gives credence
that with proper improvements it could become a trusted ABLD definition.
The versatility of buoyancy is highlighted in different environments. Figure 3.2e and
3.2f display a negative buoyancy gradient beginning two hours before the jet arrives.
Negative buoyancy is in accordance with traditional findings of a stable boundary layer
during nocturnal LLJ (Blackadar, 1957b). In the San Luis Valley, Fig. 3.10b shows
an acceleration in positive buoyancy leading up to CI. This agrees with Trier et al.
(2014) that there is rapid destabilization before CI, quantified by parcel buoyancy.
MOFF has weaker buoyancy (Fig. 3.10a) and results in shallower convection than
K04V. During katabatic flow, buoyancy reacts to the sudden injection of water vapor
from evapotranspiration (Fig. 3.12c, e). Buoyancy aligns with the induced turbulence
of this event better than potential temperature (Fig. 3.12a, e). Further investigation is
required to see if these results are reproducible at other times. Increased data collection
from RPAS across multiple field campaigns will generate a database of profiles ranging
in conditions. Then, statistical analysis can be performed to determine if there is a
correlation between the rate of change of buoyancy and events such as CI or LLJs.
On the other hand, Ri profiles from the CopterSonde are less attuned to envi-
ronmental changes. Firstly, processing Ri profiles is nontrivial and has room for im-
provement. The incomparable data processing of radiosondes and the CopterSonde
profiles made it difficult to make objective decisions on smoothing techniques. Due in
part, the CopterSondes wind components are much noisier than the radiosondes. The
CopterSonde profiles during and following the LLJ have very little difference, which
is partially faulted to the limited flight ceiling (Fig. 3.4). The Ri profiles give little
information to show the turbulent downward mixing from the jet in the region below
the jet. Similarly, this occurs with the katabatic flow case. Figure 3.16 indicates a
much shallower layer of turbulent flow (Ri<0.25) than seen in Fig. 3.12. In short, the
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CopterSonde’s abilities are not exemplified using Ri profiles in the cases evaluated. It
could be that the right data processing was not chosen, or that the wind data collection
method is not suited for calculating a turbulent parameter such as Ri.
There is potential for buoyancy to evaluate many other microscale to mesoscale
processes. Measurements taken along a dryline could increase understanding of where
horizontal convective rolls occur. Horizontal convective rolls are conducive for CI due
to vertical motion and thermodynamic gradients described in Weckwerth et al. (1999).
Sea-breeze fronts advect moist, cool air which adds stability to the layer while also
providing lift. Sea-breeze fronts often induce CI, but the exact location and why are
still unknown. Since buoyancy is sensitive to the changes in temperature profiles, it
could be fruitful to look at the buoyant evolution with the passing of a sea-breeze front.
It becomes even more complex when the sea-breeze collides with a large urban sprawl.
RPASs can fill a gap in measurements in urban settings to increase understanding
of turbulence and aerosol transport. Buoyant plumes transport aerosols throughout
the city, but measuring this typically requires non-permanent towers and tracers, such
as smoke or colored aerosols. RPASs deployed to determine buoyancy within the
urban canopy could help improve air quality predictions. The applications for low-
level buoyancy go beyond the topics evaluated in this study. Meanwhile, RPASs can
collect measurements during processes that are not easily accessible. Together they
can help address processes not adequately realized.
Regular RPAS profiling opens avenues to understand microscale interactions within
the ABL. RPAS can also aid in aviation forecasting if profiling sites can be established
at airports. Buoyancy is just one variable that has shown use in describing the state
of the ABL, which was not previously accessible. Buoyancy is sensitive, physical, and
simple. This study is a simple starting point to revive a classically defined variable in
light of new technology. Buoyancy measured by RPASs can describe ABL transitions
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1 Appendix A
In order to deliver a salient comparison of Ri profiles from two datasets, it requires as
few independent variables as possible. Since radiosondes have an innate confidence in
measurements, the CopterSonde data must be adjusted to match. Much effort went
into assimilating the CopterSonde data to the level of the radiosonde data. While the
methods of smoothing on radiosonde winds are uncertain, it is empirically decided that
the wind data have a 150 m boxcar mean applied. Since the CopterSonde has altitude
restraints, the data cannot afford to be smoothed to that extent. Nevertheless, to
complete a cross-comparison between Coptersonde and radiosonde it is necessary that
the data behave as similarly as possible. The remainder of this section will describe
the various techniques and reasoning behind the final smoothing technique.
Methods from a few studies such as Balsley et al. (2006) and Dai et al. (2014)
are applied but no one method does an adequate job. Polynomial and sliding linear
fittings, similar to methods from Balsley et al. (2006), give consecutive profiles that are
largely different. The standard deviation of temporally averaged profiles over a 2 h span
illustrates the wide spread (Fig. A.1). Also, the mode of the Ri profile is on the order of
10 which is much higher than expected in a nearly neutral environment. The time span
of 2236-0035 UTC is chosen because the profile heights are consistent and the CBL is
vertically homogeneous. Also, the raw comparison showed large discrepancies between
the data. If a method improved the largest errors, it is assumed it would also benefit
times with smaller errors. Dai et al. (2014) approximates Ri using the Rbthrough
smoothing then finite differencing. A few issues arose from finite differencing, with or
without prior smoothing. Rb becomes highly dependent on layer depth, which also
dictates the data resolution. For the most part, the larger the layer depth the smaller
the Ri (Fig. A.2). Using the 20 m depth to replicate Dai et al. (2014), Ri values are
roughly a magnitude smaller than typical values. The shallow layer depth and large
wind shear undervalue Ri. Running means act as a low pass filter, leaving profiles with
better resemblance to those from radiosondes. Additionally, a running mean applied to
the gradients scaled the magnitude of fluctuations down considerably. While running
means were beneficial to reducing the standard deviation throughout a profile, there is
still a strong dependence on the running mean length.
The CopterSonde collects kinematic and thermodynamic variables differently, so
logically the running mean lengths are not the same. Since wind speed and direction
are not directly sensed, rather backed out using Windvane mode (Segales et al., 2020)
there is more random error. As a result, wind components need a longer running mean
than potential temperature. Similar to radiosonde data, the potential temperature
data converge to a common profile past a running mean length of about 20 m. This is
not the case for the kinematic data. There is a fine line between reducing the RMSE
between the two datasets and the profile just smoothing to small values, thus decreasing
RMSE. Since Ri is composed of two vertical gradients, it aided in comparison to dissect
each and compare across datasets in addition to the final Ri profile. The Brunt-
Väisälä squared term becomes comparable with a shorter rolling average (Fig. A.3,
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A.4). There was an inverse correlation with the RMSE and running mean length,
but comparing the profiles, the RMSE only goes down because the CopterSonde’s
Ri values are much smaller. Even though the wind shear profiles look more similar
with the longer running mean length, the RMSE is barely impacted (Fig. A.3, A.5).
The additional running mean applied to the gradients negatively impact the RMSE
but makes their appearances more alike. The fluctuation frequency and intensity are
reduced, yet the RMSE is nearly six times higher (Fig. A.6, A.5). So it appears, a
point-by-point statistical comparison does not offer a complete description. Perhaps
the nonlinearity is impacting the statistics. For all of the arguments made, this is the
best solution for the time being.
Ultimately, the smoothing technique became a subjective decision to prioritize sim-
ilarity in appearance over the reduction of RMSE. Figure 3.4 illustrates the best rep-
resentation found. The standard deviations are within a magnitude of the mean. The
fluctuations from each dataset are comparable, especially after 2029 UTC. Until a
better statistical approach is found to quantify differences the final technique follows:
applied running means are 100 m on the U and V wind components, 20 m on potential
temperature, and 5 m on each gradient.
Figure A.1: Ri (black) and its standard deviation (purple) calculated using polynomial
fitting at 2335 UTC 05 October 2018.
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Figure A.2: Ri with height calculated using finite differencing at various depths (m)































Figure A.3: Ri and its components on 2029 UTC 05 October 2018 from CopterSonde
(black) and radiosonde (red) data. (a) Brunt-Väisälä squared term with 20 m running
mean applied to CopterSonde potential temperature (s−2). (b) Squared vertical wind
shear with 40 m running mean applied to CopterSonde wind components (s−2). (c)































Figure A.4: Same as Fig. A.3 but the Brunt-Väisälä squared term had a 60 m running































Figure A.5: Same as Fig. A.3 but the squared vertical wind shear term had a 100 m






























Figure A.6: Same as Fig. A.5 but an additional 5 m runnning mean was applied to the
vertical potential gradient and vertical wind shear.
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